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Introduction
The Department of Public Expenditure and Reform has invited submissions to the Review to
Renew, the public consultation element of the National Development Plan 2018-2027 (NDP).
The NDP sets out a 10-year programme of capital investment aimed at upgrading Ireland’s
infrastructure, enhancing economic capacity and promoting balanced regional development.
This consultation is giving infrastructural users the opportunity to inform and influence
important policy that affects the fabric of our daily lives including the distribution of our
people, our jobs, businesses, houses, roads, public transport, education and health
infrastructure; our social, cultural and sporting facilities.
The NDP fits in with the wider National Planning Framework which sets objectives for 2040
under the name Project Ireland 2040. Project Ireland 2040 sets out 10 National Strategic
Outcomes. Of relevance to the CTTC are the following strategic goals:
-

Enhanced Regional Accessibility
Strengthened Rural Economies and Communities
Sustainable Mobility
Transition to a Low-Carbon and Climate Resilient Society

The Coach Tourism & Transport Council of Ireland (CTTC), which is the representative body
for Ireland's coach touring companies, and commercial bus operators, makes this submission
after consulting with the membership of the organisation. All proposals contained within it
are provided with the ambition of having the industry-led voice heard during the review
process.
The CTTC is pleased to be given this opportunity to have its say on the Review to Renew. Our
members are the leading commercial bus and coach operators which encompasses all types
of bus and coach hire and transport solutions including scheduled services, school transport,
coach tourism, and private hire.
Enhanced Regional Accessibility
The Joint Committee on Rural and Community Development decided to focus on regional and
rural transport policy in Rural Ireland as part of its 2018 Work Programme. 1 The Committee,
in making a number of recommendations, clearly recognised the requirement for sustainable
regional and local bus services that not only meets demand but creates demand also. Among
the Committee’s recommendations, which are fully supported by the CTTC include:
- As part of a national transport policy, an assurance that services, where appropriate,
are strategically provided to create demand (rather than purely to respond to
demand) through promoting development in the regions; and that this be a statutory
function of the National Transport Authority through the creation of transport
Joint Committee on Rural and Community Development – Work Programme 2018:
https://data.oireachtas.ie/ie/oireachtas/committee/dail/32/joint_committee_on_rural_and_community_deve
lopm ent/reports/2018/2018-08-09_joint-committee-on-rural-and-community-development-workprogramme2018_en.pdf
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-

strategies for specific regional areas (similar to the Greater Dublin Area Transport
Strategy);
Develop expansion plans for Local Link services and undertake research on the
location of relevantly-sized population groups and their interconnectivity
Introduce equalisation in fares per km between public service operators (PSO) urban
and rural train and bus services. At present the fare per kilometre in urban designated
areas is much lower;
Ensure that morning to very late-evening commuter services (up to midnight) are in
place linking rural towns to urban areas with third level institutions, hospitals and
major employers;
Develop synergies between all Government Departments with rural transport
responsibilities to ensure the rural transport agenda is kept to the fore and that
funding, rather than just planning, is provided.

One of the key National Planning Framework objectives is to see 50% of growth to occur in
key regional centres, towns, villages and rural areas, to be determined in the forthcoming
regional plans – Regional Spatial and Economic Strategies (RSESs) which will enable people to
live closer to where they work, moving away from the current unsustainable trends of
increased commuting. However, this laudable plan can only succeed through the
development of quality bus networks in our towns and villages, enhanced services and the
provision of bus stops and shelters, including the installation of quality bus corridors. There
must also be a commitment to connectivity between routes.
With regard to national connectivity, there must be a commitment to developing and
maintaining bus links to the various ports and airports. This can be done through the proper
expansion of the rural/local/regional bus networks. In tandem with this proposal, should be
commitment under the NDP for the development of independent bus stations at all major
urban centres, including at the main airports, with attendant facilities.
Such investments would cost only a fraction of any proposed investments in rail or regional
airports and would have a more immediate impact than other transport projects that could
be affected by lengthy delays and costly overruns such as trains and light rail systems.
Strengthened Rural Economies and Communities
It is well established that investing in public transport is a public good and represents value
for money as Ireland, like all countries in the world, faces the climate challenges of the early
21st century. Faced with the impacts and consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic, public
transport in Ireland now faces new challenges in the immediate future in terms of reduced
capacity, social distancing rules, and a significant economic downturn. It is imperative that
policy and decision-makers take a long-term view of the utility of public transport and
endeavour to safeguard and, indeed, increase expenditure to protect a transport system that
will be needed on the resumption of full economic activity in the near future, particularly in
strengthening rural economies and communities.
In this Review, the CTTC is strongly of the view that Government must not allow a return to
chronic car dependence and its resulting social, economic and environmental harm.
Increased use of buses can play a major role in re-connecting rural communities and
economies in the years ahead. The CTTC agrees with the long-term need for a well-resourced
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efficient public transport network which must outweigh any short-term difficulties
necessitated by the need to limit or eliminate the spread of Covid-19 as we move slowly
towards an exit from the pandemic shutdown.
High-impact projects in every county are benefitting from the €1bn Rural Regeneration and
Development Fund. This strategic investment is transforming communities by delivering
projects in tourism, in town and village regeneration, in agri-food, and in recreation. This
investment as part of Project 2040 must now be complimented by a similar commitment to
public transport in rural communities, to assist in the continued revival of local and regional
economies. It is about building resilience in rural communities, and making our towns and
villages vibrant places for families to live. This can only be done if the proper transport
infrastructure in put in place that will also assist, not just current expenditure, but future
spending under the Rural Regeneration funding streams.
Rural Regeneration is also about decarbonising Ireland by creating sustainable green jobs,
sustainable food production, deepening our energy security, improving the quality of our
lives, and making our working and built environments healthier. Therefore it is essential that
our bus transport network is expanded and transformed to deliver on the promise of
transitioning to a low-carbon and climate-resilient society in rural economies.

Sustainable Mobility
Sustainable Mobility is about ensuring that our transport systems meet society's economic,
social and environmental needs whilst minimising their undesirable impacts on the economy,
society and the environment. The benefits of encouraging more people from their cars and
onto buses are huge for those living and commuting in urban areas. Better provision of bus
services enables increases in employment and productivity that will benefit not just city
residents and businesses but help drive regional economies also.
Buses compliant with Euro VI supports lower transport emissions to help counteract negative
air pollution while ensuring that every member of the community has equal access to public
services. More critically, capital outlay for buses is minimal compared to other proposed
transport models such as trains and light rail systems. It remains the case that the
commercial bus and coach sector are a vital part of Ireland’s transport, tourist, and
environmental management system. The sector has grown by 90% in the past 15 years, and
there are now over 10,000 private buses and coaches in the country, carrying 70 million
passengers per annum. The industry employs 11,500 full-time staff across the country and
invests €80m per year in fleet renewal. The sector also generates a yearly turnover of €617m
and pays over €160m in tax each year. 2
In seeking to reduce the congestion of our roads over the lifetime of this National
Development Plan, the role of public transport becomes increasingly important. The
provision of successful public transport is essential for any transport sector emission
reduction strategy. It is a public good, delivering benefits for transport efficiency, pollution
2
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reduction, the local economy and social inclusiveness. Equality of access to employment
opportunities and services, increased community cohesion and decreased isolation for those
without their own means of private transportation are significant social benefits that public
transport investment in buses can provide. Figures from Eurostat for 2016 shows that Ireland
is reliant on private vehicles as the dominant mode of transport for inland passenger
kilometres. The data shows 79.9% of all inland passenger km travelled in Ireland were by
private car.
Care must be taken on overall transport strategy where there is currently a discernible return
to private transport amidst the current Covid-19 pandemic. All the current indicators are
pointing to people reverting to their cars as a primary mode of transport because of public
health concerns. This position is corroborated by the fact that a May 2020 report of the TII
demonstrated a continuing uptick in car transportation post the first lockdown.
What is of acute concern to the CTTC is the possibility of this continued return to increased
private car use as the public adjusts to a new normal in the short to medium term. A recent
policy report has expressed such fears (Mike Hynes and Patrick Malone, The Utility of Public
Transport in Ireland: Post COVID-19 Lockdown and Beyond, July 1, 2020). The authors point
out: “Faced with the impacts and consequences of the COVID-19 pandemic, public transport
in Ireland now faces new challenges in the immediate future in terms of reduced capacity,
social distancing rules, and a significant economic downturn. It is imperative that policy and
decision-makers take a long-term view of the utility of public transport and endeavour to
safeguard and, indeed, increase expenditure to protect a transport system that will be needed
on the resumption of full economic activity in the near future.” 3
Notwithstanding the current Government-backed public advice to avoid public transport
during the Covid-19 pandemic, public transport is the way forward, and there may well be a
case to be put to Government post Covid-19 to initiate a campaign to encourage a return to
bus transport use. Furthermore, in the aforementioned report the authors have noted that
recently, car companies have begun pitching their sales offers at commuters uncomfortable
with using public transport in the wake of the pandemic while consumers who have cancelled
holidays and saved money during the crisis are now thinking of using that money to buy a
new car, according to one car manufacturer. An online car trader’s report of 1,432 surveyed
motorists suggest over 50% of those who currently do not own a car are considering
purchasing one due to the ongoing concerns over COVID-19 (Carzone, 2020). 4
High quality public transport services are reliable, frequent, fast, comfortable, accessible,
convenient, affordable, safe and bring essential connectivity while helping to reduce
emissions. A shift from car to bus maintains mobility of the community but it also quickly cuts
the number of vehicle journeys and harmful emissions that cars produce. Making public
transport more efficient rather than much cheaper is a fairer and more equitable approach to
wider society’s approach to transport.

Quoted from Abstract of Policy Report, Mike Hynes and Patrick Malone, The Utility of Public Transport in
Ireland: Post COVID-19 Lockdown and Beyond, July 1, 2020 available at <https://publicpolicy.ie/papers/theutility-of-public-transportin-ireland-post-covid-19-lockdown-and-beyond/#endnote_a>
4
Ibid, page 8-9.
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The CTTC believes the expansions and improvement of existing Core Regional Bus Networks
and regional bus corridors forms a key part of sustainable mobility measures. Optimising bus
routes and developing a series of dedicated quality bus corridors (QBC) to confine lanes for
the exclusive use of bus transport providers which should be extended to the main arterial
routes. Such developments would represent a significant step in ensuring appropriate public
transport infrastructure across all urban and rural settings, with an eye to the future
demographic changes expected in satellite towns and therefore would be appropriate future
planning for potential demand as set out elsewhere in this document.
The Development of Quality Bus Corridor networks between satellite towns and Dublin is a
key strategic objective of CTTC, as such corridors ensure reduced travel time, reduced
congestion by removing cars and reduced emissions because of a modal shift over time in
commuter behaviour. This model shift must be maintained. In that regard, the CTTC supports
the current Transport Strategy for the Greater Dublin Area 2016 – 2035 in its support of
developing and maintaining Core Bus and Regional Networks giving “as far as practicable,
continuous priority for bus movement on the portions of the Core Bus Network within the
Metropolitan Area.” (Report, Page 72).
The CTTC contends that providing high frequency, reliable bus services is key to capturing an
increased commuter share over the lifetime of the transport strategy. To facilitate this, the
CTTC recommends the development of an extensive network of QBC’s along with the Core
and Regional Bus routes in order to increase the attractiveness of this form of transportation
to commuters. This would be of particular benefit to communities living in the counties of
Meath, Kildare and Wicklow and beyond to include counties such as Wexford, Kilkenny, Laois,
Carlow, Louth, and Westmeath given the sizeable commuting population and the expected
demographic growth in the coming years. While, the CTTC acknowledges that planning,
consultation and development is required for the purposes of pursuing QBC objectives we
respectfully submit that interim measures should be explored in consultation with our
operators at readily identifiable pinch-points already identified.
Building regular bus stops for easy access is also key to commuter take-up. In Barcelona, for
example, the maximum distance between transit stops in the new bus network is 350m. In
Seattle, the bus network upgrade plan will increase the percentage of households within
800m of frequent transit routes from 43% in 2015, to 73% by 2040. Furthermore, the
digitisation of bus routes and timetables is crucial to the success of an effective strategy and
represents the increasing connectedness of our passengers who demand information in a
timely manner. Therefore it is the CTTC’s contention that the development of an mobile
application in consultation with key stakeholders would represent a giant step forward in the
encouragement of public transport usage.
The CTTC also believes there is a need for the expansion of routes in and out of Dublin to
include, once the pandemic is over, an examination of expanding 24 hour services already
provided by commercial operators from Meath, Kildare and Wicklow but also understanding
the existing demand in Wexford, Laois, Kilkenny, Carlow, Westmeath, and Louth.
Reclaiming road space for public transport can be quick, low-cost and incrementally
implemented, but must be part of a long-term, holistic process. The Bus Connects policy of
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the National Transport Authority (NTA) seeks to create 230km of dedicated bus lanes along
16 bus corridors in and out of Dublin city. The investment is only a fraction of what is being
put into other major transport initiatives such as the Luas and Metrolink projects.
The CTTC is of the view that an incremental increase in bus lanes in line with best practice
internationally is required. If designed well, dedicated lanes can be successful on roads of all
shapes and sizes, from regional/national routes to city streets. 5
As part of any strategy towards reclaiming road space for public transport, any review of the
current transport strategy must also look towards improving bus shelters where warranted
so as to improve the overall customer experience. For commuters, an ideal shelter is one that
allows visibility and easy access to the bus, is comfortable and convenient, provides clear
information, and is safe from a public health and crime perspective. 9 Continued, real-time
route information is also key and as previously mentioned enhanced communication of
service availability through digitisation of timetables and routes to passengers is key.
However, in relation to facilities, it must be stated that the NTA needs to address, as a matter
of some priority, private operator access to national bus stations. Bus Éireann stations were
all upgraded over the years under the NDP, using state aid. The fact that these are still not
available to all bus operators on a fair and equal basis is a clear breach of EU Competition &
State Aid rules (EU/Competition/article 87 of the EC treaty - Ex article 92) and cannot be
justified reasons of general economic development. In this regard, a full review by the NTA of
Irish public transport rules is required.
Transition to a Low-Carbon and Climate-Resilient Society
It must be acknowledged that well before the sustainability agenda became a national
imperative efforts to reduce emissions were well under way. Ever since the introduction of
Euro III buses, the industry has seen a steady increase in emission reductions with Euro VI
buses now demonstrating positive environmental credentials as they emit carbon on the
same level as the average car. Transitioning to a full electric bus fleet is an ambitious plan
that requires a rethink of the bus system.
The following represent some observations of same;
-

The lack of electric-focused infrastructure is a concern and makes the prospect of a
widespread shift to electric buses implausible in the short to medium term.
For such a plan to be successful it must be commercially sensible for CTTC members
to invest in as a concept which would include consideration of some of the most
fundamental aspects of bus operations from range, fleet, charging stations etc.
Any investment expected of CTTC members would lead to a correlating increase in
passenger fees to reflect the cost of capital outlay for electric buses which currently
stands at approximately twice the level of regular Euro VI buses.
While electric buses are an attractive option for the Greater Dublin Area the reality is
interurban services are not viable based on the available technology.

See, for example, Best Practices in Rapid Transit System Design, A Rapid Transit System design guide for
residents, advocates, and policymakers in Montgomery County, MD, USA, available here <
https://www.smartergrowth.net/wpcontent/uploads/2015/08/2015-BRT-best-practices-guide.pdf>
5
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-

-

-

Manufacturers are still unable to produce supply at scale.
Successive report have demonstrated that the difference in emissions from Euro VI
buses and electric buses are negligible. Therefore, the CTTC proposes that as
technology continues to evolve that further exploration of the viability of fleet
conversion is considered in the medium term.
The future role of hydrogen buses in transitioning to net-zero transportation.
Hydrogen-fuelled buses are typically lighter, making this technology especially wellsuited for the GDA transport strategy needs but again the CTTC reiterates the
emission reduction made possible by Euro VI buses before any such moves are made.
With a view to looking at international best practice it is worth exploring further the
possibilities of designating areas, zero emission zones. This was successfully trialled
and implemented in London and some knowledge and lived experience sharing
between us and our British compatriots would be a worthwhile endeavour.
Notwithstanding the foregoing, with over half of the current private bus fleet of CTTC
members less than 5 years old, it is clear that the organisation is demonstrating its
support of the ‘greening’ of transport but the NTA needs to thoroughly plan the shift
and pilot such programmes in a way that ensures success.

On the whole, the CTTC welcomes continued discussion and investigation of new modes of
‘greener’ bus transport. The CTTC is of the view that our low emissions strategy of our
members also reflects national policies on sustainability as set out in climate action and low
carbon legislation, and in climate action plans.
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Conclusion
Amid concerns of a drift towards private transport alternatives post Covid-19 pandemic, it is
imperative that the thrust towards greater use of public transport is maintained as part of the
NDP Review. With our members continuing to invest circa €80 million in fleet and technology
on an annual basis, national investment in the sector must equally be maintained and
increased in the coming decades as society seeks to reduce our dependence on cars in our
cities and towns. A recent study noted that it is crucial that public transport in Ireland is
protected and supported from the economic after-effects of the COVID-19 pandemic and
that we view the value and utility of such a service as positively contributing to the long-term
sustainability goals of the country. 6 Continued capital investment in public transport is
required to facilitate a modal shift towards environmentally sustainable and reliable forms of
transport post the Covid 19 era and, this regard, the CTTC is ready to meet the challenges
with Government support in the decades to come. Prioritising bus services over private cars
impacts and ultimately benefits all on an equal and sustainable basis. Capital outlay is
minimal and the benefits to society are many. A study done by the city of Copenhagen linked
a healthier lifestyle with a lower mortality rate, a happier disposition, and more productivity
at work with an increase in public transport. Younger generations prefer walkable
communities over sprawl, and aim to live around a range of shops, restaurants, libraries,
parks, and a mix of housing styles such as apartments and houses. In addition, tens of
thousands of non-drivers, such as children and young adults, remain stuck in motor car
dominated suburban locations where they must depend on others for lifts. Better bus
services also ease the congestion that slows down commutes and shrinks labour markets,
hurting the poor most. The CTTC is committed to channelling the public's sense of urgency
that public transit is a national priority into a range of positive actions over the lifetime of this
transport plan.

Mike Hynes and Patrick Malone, The Utility of Public Transport in Ireland: Post COVID-19 Lockdown and
Beyond, July 1, 2020 available at <https://publicpolicy.ie/papers/the-utility-of-public-transport-in-ireland-postcovid-19-lockdown-andbeyond/#endnote_a>
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